ENGLISH COMPETITION
LEVEL 3 – 4
(Γ΄ - Δ΄ ΔΗΜΟΤΙΚΟΥ)
15 February 2014
10am-11am
Questions 1 – 10 : 3 points
Questions 11 – 21 : 4 points
Questions 22 – 30 : 5 points
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Tommy is a boy who lives with his parents in a village. His
parents have a farm. During summer Tommy helps the villagers
to look after their animals. He usually takes the sheep up to the
hills.
1. What is the boy’s name?
A) Tommy

B) Jack

C) Toby

D) Dennis

E) Paul

C) pilots

D) teachers

E) farmers

2. Tommy’s parents are..... .
A) actors

B) vets

3. When does Tommy help the villagers?
A) In September, October and November.
C) In June, July and August.
E) In February, March and April.

B) In December, January and February.
D) In August, September and October.

4. Sheep give us .... .
A) milk and eggs
D) milk and honey

B) milk and wool
E) honey and wool

C) wool and eggs

5. Look at the picture! What is Tommy wearing?
A) a yellow shirt

B) black shoes

C) a pink cap
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D) a green belt

E) a red shirt
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One day Tommy feels very bored. To have some fun, he runs up
the rocks, climbs the trees, and chases the sheep. Then he has a
great idea. He climbs one of the tallest trees and shouts: “Wolf!
Wolf! Wooolf! Woohoolf!”
6. When Tommy is bored, he ....... .
A) takes a nap
E) sings folk songs

B) runs after the sheep

C) goes home

D) reads a book

7. Which of these animals cannot live on a farm?
A) A goat.

B) A sheep.

C) A cow.

D) A wolf.

E) A pig.

D) open

E) scream

8. A synonym of “shout” is ..... .
A) sing

B) whisper

C) shut

9. Why does Tommy shout “Wolf!”? Because ..... .
A) he wants to have fun
D) the dog’s name is Wolf

B) a wolf is chasing the sheep C) he sees a wolf in the forest
E) his name is Wolf

10. Look at the picture! What are the sheep eating?
A) bones

B) milk

C) meat

D) grass
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E) sheep
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When the villagers hear him, they take their axes and forks and
go to chase the wolf away. When they arrive at the top of the hill
they see no wolf, just Tommy laughing. The villagers are very
annoyed now.
11. A villager is someone who ..... .
A) lives in a village
D) lives in a city

B) sells vegetables
C) takes care of sick animals
E) hunts animals in the forest

12. When you cut firewood, you need a(n) ...... .
A) fork

B) knife

C) axe

D) spoon

E) stick

13. Find the true sentence:
A) The villagers laugh at Tommy’s joke.
C) The villagers see the wolf on the hill.
E) Tommy catches the big wolf.

B) The villagers chase the wolf away
D) Tommy thinks his joke is funny.

14. Look at the villagers! They are ...... .
A) very happy
D) angry and tired

B) happy and tired
E) sad and bored
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C) scared and cold
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After that, life goes back to normal. Tommy is a good boy for a
while, but one day he feels bored again. He picks up some sticks,
hits them together and shouts: “Wolf! Wolf! Wooolf!Woohoolf!
Woohoohoooolf!”
15. Tommy ..... to fool the villagers again.
A) to want

B) want

C) wants

D) is wanting E) wanting

16. Look at the picture! ..... a dog in it.
A) There is

B) Is

C) There are D) They are

E) It is

17. Look at the picture! The boy has two sticks in ..... hands.
A) her

B) my

C) him

D) his
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E) its
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Again, the villagers come running to save their sheep and the
poor shepherd boy. Imagine how angry they are when they reach
the top of the hill. Their sheep are grazing peacefully, and Tommy
is laughing uncontrollably. When Tommy’s mother hears about
it, she gets very angry.
18. “To reach” means .... .
A) to have money

B) to arrive at

C) to leave

D) to stay

E) to escape

D) people

E) cows

19. Look at the picture and find the odd one out!
A) sheep

B) trees

C) houses

20. Tommy gets into trouble for ...... .
A) stealing
D) climbing trees

B) telling lies
E) being good

C) chasing sheep

21. Look at the picture! Does Tommy’s mother punish him?
A) No, she doesn’t.
D) No, she isn’t.

B) No, she’s not.
E) Yes, she does.

C) Yes, he does.
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Then, one afternoon, Tommy takes the sheep up the hill again. He
hears a strange noise behind him, and a wolf appears. The wolf
wants to catch the sheep and eat them. For a few seconds Tommy
is speechless. Then he starts shouting: “Woolf! Woolf!
Wooohooolf!”
22. A sheep goes ..... .
A) quack-quack

B) neigh-neigh

C) moo-moo D) baa-baa

E) oink-oink

C) lamb

E) duckling

23. A baby sheep is called a .... .
A) chick

B) kitten

D) puppy

24. Look at the picture! When Tommy sees the wolf, he ..... .
A) begins to laugh
D) begins to shout

B) climbs a tree
E) runs away

C) hides behind a bush
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The people in the village hear the shouting. “Oh no, not
thatTommy again”, says an old man, shaking his head. “What’s
going on?” asks another villager. “It’s that Tommy again, he just
can’t help himself,” answers the old man.
25. Find the opposite of “old”.
A) tired

B) glad

C) pretty

D) young

E) tall

26. Find the wrong sentence:
A) There are two cows and a goat in the picture.
B) There aren’t any sheep in the picture.
C) There are three geese in the picture.
D) There are two hens and a rooster in the picture.
E) Two men are talking in the picture.
27. Look at the men in the picture! They both have ..... .
A) orange trousers
D) blue jeans

B) black belts
E) brown hats

C) black shoes
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This time nobody believes him and nobody wants to help him. In
the evening the villagers go to check on their sheep, but it is too
late. They find the sheep dead and Tommy crying. Tommy learns
his lesson, and he promises to never tell lies again.
28. What happens in the end?
A) The sheep come back home safe.
C) The sheep kill the wolf.
E) Tommy is very unhappy.

B) Tommy takes the sheep far away.
D) The villagers catch the wolf.

29. What does Tommy decide?
A) To never shout again.
B) To always tell the truth.
C) To never climb trees again.
D) To always help the villagers
E) To never look after the sheep again.
30. How many words from the story are there in the word snake?
A) seven

B) three

C) four
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D) five

E) six

